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ABSTRACT 
This paper e.onstitittes crn unenrfrt to guin soriie i17sigI7/ irrro rlic. poteritierl .sg.listic i~rniohles iihicli exert eorne 
irlfliiencc~ on /he n(Otrr~> qf spoken u17tf ii~rinc~17-1o-he-spoke17 Englisli texts. 81. ir.ri17g c~i.idenc~e ,fi.oitr C. 3 riiillion 
i1.0ril.r fi.0177 thc> Brilrs11 :L'o/ioncrl C'orpt~s. i iv  uppli. Riher 'S riri1l/rcfiri~er~sio17rtl nrotfel /o ho/h /rariscriptio17s OJ 
uc/trul English proditctions uncl /o iisrirret7 rrraterirrl in/e17(fed /o he ittteretf bi ,  a speaker. T ~ L ,  stcrrting poiti/ ir7 r1ii.e 
117i~estigir1iotr 170s heen /he as.sitnip/ioi7 /lis/ /ex/ i~al  saiirples c m  he charucrerised 117,fiinc/ioiitrl /eriiis hi. plrrcing 
thoii 011 sc,ales deterniirted & sc.ts qf'co-oc~c~1rri17g lii7gitistic ,f¿?a/~rres. S~tch scules rtrc s~rhseqitent/i ussociatetl 
i~~i//r,f1117dio17t1/ iti/eipreta/io17s ii,hich Irre decidevi ilpon /he exanitnu/ion ofthe s~~qrirficunt linfgiirs/ic,f~utuies. 
KEY WORIIS: c.orpits lingittstics. corpirs-hased unu/~~sis. sfrokeri English antl discotwse tri~rt~.;i.c 
RESUMEN 
Este oriiculo SOIIS~~/Z!~.L> 1117 interito de, a~kntrurse n el esrirdio de las posihles i~ariah1e.s c~sti1icticu.s clrre inflig.cv7 
dc ulgiin riiorlo e11 lo riarirrule:u rle los /e.utos in,qlrsc7.s hahludos j ,  ~ 'ec~r~tos paro .srr 17crhladoc. Grac.ras u los da~ov 
ohteriidus del e.utrn7eri de casi 3 rriillones de prrlahras dc.1 British ,Votior7ul C'orpzrs. rrplrcar~rv.~ el rriodelo 
1ii~rltidir17erisior7r1l de Biher rirnto o tritt7so'ipciorie.c c/c, /rrodirccioiies 1~17gití.eticav recrles 211 inglis cor7ro a 
r~iirterirrles zswitos puru ser leido7 en 1.0: ul/a. E l  pirtvo (/e pnrticfrr o7 es/eJ esttrdlo hn sido l a  a.srr17c~i<iri de yiic es 
posible c~aracti~rizur 1o.c /estos en /¿rriii17os ~iir7cionale.r rnediart~r $11 locali:oc~on en e.~cu/~r.s rlc~terr~ri~~urluc por 
conjtr171os de rcrsgos 1iiigiiis1ic~o.s qiie /ierider7 u c,oaparecer z17 los te'itos. E.ctr/.c c~scalus seJ nsociari postrriorrnc~ntc 
con interprcrucrori~~sfi~~icioi~~rIes re.sitlruii/es del euorireri (le los rasgos li/1~qiiís/icos .si,gnifict~/ii.o.r. 
PAL.ABRAS CLASL: lirigitieti~.ri del corp7r.s. aricí1isi.r husado en corpits, i17,qlc's oro ly  ariú1isi.c disc~irrsii~o 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The application of computational techniques to the st~idy of the stylistic characterisation of a 
given text type or genre has been one of the major goals of so-called Corpus Linguistics in the 
last years. In this paper we embark on the stylistic examination of an electronic collection of 
present-day English spoken and written texts. The theoretical framework on which our 
analysis draws is Biber's (1988) multifeature multidimensional model. 
What follows is based on the ass~imption that stylistic issues are governed by theory- 
independent concrete linguistic facts. In a nutshell. the basic idea is that the results of the 
quantification of the occurrence or productivity of such features in a text or group of texts can 
lead to the stylistic characterisation of such material. That stated. in this paper we examine a 
broad selection of texts with two characteristics in common: the rnedium and the producer. 
More specifically. two kinds of texts will be brought into pla';: written texts produced with a 
clear intention. nan~ely. individual oral production. and spokenioral texts produced by only one 
speaker. Broadly speaking. such textual categories could be grouped into the class of 
monoIogue. the only crucial difference between them being the variable rt spontaneit';. The 
primar? hypothesis which \ve attempt to either corroborate or refute is 'there exists actual 
grounds on which the distinction between written-to-be-spoken and spoken linguistic 
productions can be based'. Once such hypothesis has been given enough credence. we shall 
concentrate on the investigation of the Iactors which have paved the way for the 
characterisation of written-to-be-spoken and spoken material as two distinct categories. 
This paper is organised into 4 sections. In section 2 we describe the corpus of texts. 
Section 3 deals with the methodological assumptions which constitute the backbone of the 
multidimensional model. The discussion of the framework is acconlpanied by the actual data 
obtained through the automatic analysis of the textual material. In section 4 we analyse the 
consequences which the application of a multidimensional model has for the functional 
characterisation of the texts. This section describes the dimensions resulting from the statistical 
process and shows the relative weight of each of the text types considered in this study in each 
ofthe dimensions. Finally. in section 5 we outline our conclusions and tina1 remarks. 
11. THE CORPUS 
The textual material under discussion has been extracted from the Rritish National Corpus 
(BNC).' a major electronic collection of 100 million words of actual present-day Rritish 
' I'he BNC niaterial has beeii used in tliis study uiider a licence issued by the BNC Consoiíium to the researcli 
group funded by tlie Spanisli Minishy of Education tlirougli its Dirección General de Ensefianza Superior 
(IIGES). grant number PB97-0507 (licensee Professor 'Teresa Fanego). This grdiit is hereb) gratefull) 
achnowledged. 
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English dating 1960 onwards. The corpus. which is the result of a joint project involving 
Oxford University. L,ongman. Chanibers Harrap. Lancaster University and the British l ibran .  
contains not onlj raw text but also SGML annotation.: Such tagging. in particular the elements 
'medium' and 'interaction'. has been extrernely useful since it has provided the basis for a 
reliable classiGcation of the texts into spoken and nritten. More specifically. our subcorpus 
coniprises even  sample tagged as 'wrinied5' with respect to the SGML-element 'medium' or 
'spologl' uith respect to the element 'interaction'. Put differently. we have extracted 
3.890.754 words of. on the one hand. written-to-be-spoken material ('wrimed5') or 'written' 
henceforth. and. on the other. spoken saniples produced by one speaker (nionologue 'spologl') 
or 'spoken' on\$ards. Table 1 sketches the basic statistical and typological details of the 
corpus: 
Ttrhlc 1: Thc corpirs 
urd tolals 
p r n ! e ~  
sernioiis 
sprrclics 
'1 V i ic\\s 
app l i s~ i  scisncc 
1.370.870 
spokrii resporises 
Icclurrs 
coiirses. prrssiitUtioiis 
t a l h ~  
i1s\\s 
Ssrillullb 
sprecl1cs 
i i i tervisns 
i i icr t i i i :~ 
debates 
ci~i i rc~parl ia i i i r i i t  cases I .? IC).XX4 
l ~> la l  2840.754 
The textual taxonomies outlined in Table 1 are based on the cataloguing details given 
in Burnard ( 1  995). Since the consideration of subtle differences among textual categories lies 
outside the scope of this paper. on a feu occasions we have opted for grouping samples uhich 
belong to different categories according to the oflicial classification of the corpus in order to 
lower the nurnber oí' subcategories. 
The word totals pictured in Table 1 warrant the principie OS corpus representativeness 
since the uhole length OS our corpus surpasses coiisiderably that OS the multidimensional 
studies ol' which u e  are amare. To cite a k u  examples. 960.000 words are used in Biber 
(1988): approxiniatel> 153.000 words in Besnier (19881: circa 700.000 words in Biber & 
Fiiiegan (1989): .4tkinson's (1993) examination of medical research uriting was done on a 
186.553-~ord corpus: less than 300.000 words are used in Biber & Hared (1994): Kim & 
' l'lie onnotation sclieiiia adopted b! tlie cornpilers of ilie Hrilic.11 h~irio>icil Corpus has been CDlF (Corpus 
I>ocuinent Iiitercliange I-orniai). which heavilq draws o11 I 'El (see Astoii 9: Bumard 1997:25). 
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Biber's (1994) analysis of register variation in Korean is based on a corpus of 135.800 words: 
finally. ~onzález-Álvarez dt Pérez-Guerra ( 1997) and ( 1  998) explore 47.736 and c. 100.000 
words. respectivel). As Biber (1995~1364) himself has claimed. "the dimensions of variation 
(...) can be replicated in much small corpora"; in other words. the multidimensional model is 
not based on the length of the corpora under examination but on the range ofvariation which 
the textual samples exhibit. 
111. TF1E METHODOLOGY 
The starting point in Biber's n~ultidimensional model is the selection of linguistic features 
which can be searched for and quantiíied in the actual textual material. By means of statistical 
techniques which we describe below. the normalised ratios of each of the features identified in 
the corpus are. íirst. filtered and. second. grouped into clusters. according to positive or 
negative feature occurrence. Finall!;. the interpretation of the resulting clusters or groups of 
features. on the one hand. and the scaling of the samples along the clusters. on the other. lead 
to. in Biber's (1994:32) words. the "overall situational and linguistic characterisation for each 
register".' 
In this section we describe the multidimensional model step by step by means of our 
own investigation on the multidimensional characterisation oí' our corpus of spoken and 
written-to-be-spoken texts. Section 3.1. deals with the selection of the linguistic feat~ires. ln 
section 3.2. we focus on the computational and statistical process involved i11 the model. 
111. I . Linguistic features 
Biber's initial framemork involved the selection of solely linguistic features which could be 
observed superficiallj in the texts under exarnination.' In Biber (1988). for example. he 
identiíied 67 significant features corresponding to only gran~matical categories which were 
easily discernible in a given text. In fact. Biber designed his own tagger in an attempt to ease 
the process of feat~ire counting. which was based on superficial distributional facts (see. in this 
In tliis paper we sliall use 'register'. .-enre' and 'text type' indistinctly. For the detiiiitioii of these temis. 
see Biber (1994:51-53). 
' 'fhe model is considrrably enriched in Biber (1994). 111 this paper. Riber adds so-called (not strictly 
linguistic) -situatioiial' fratures such as purpose of tlie texts, social relations. production constraints. etc 
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connection. Biber 1988: Appendix 11). This is the state of affairs to which we shall stick in this 
paper. 
For the purposes of this pilot study. we have analysed 48 linguistic features in each 
text. gro~tped into 12 categories: (A)  lexical specificity. (B) sentence length. (C) readability 
grades. (D) lexical classes. (E) place and time adverbials. (F) coordination and subordination. 
(ti) verbal forms. (H) modals. (1) some specific spntactic constructions. (J)  pronouns. (K) 
prepositions. adjectives and adverbs. and ( L )  nominal categories. In order to automate the 
processing of these features out of the SGML tagging of the BNC. we have developed a set of 
computer applications in the AWK programming language.' To illustrate then~. in Appendix 1 
\ve show the AWK progran] designed to calculate the number of lexical types in a BNC text 
before the computation of the type-token ratio. In what follows. we discuss the linguistic 
features used in our lvork. 
(A)  LEXIC.AL SPEClFlClTY 
(1) type-token ratio I r r l - ]  
Type-token ratio (TTR) is an index of lexical diversity (also called 'lexical density'). 
The TTR percentage is calculated by dividing the number of lexical types (or 'different' words 
in a text) by the number of lexical tokens (or text length in words). and then multiplying the 
result by 100. ~vhich gives the mean of different words per one hundred words of text. The 
reliability of TTR as a quantitative indicator of style is constrained because of its dependence 
on text size - while text length is theoretically unlimited. the number of different ~vords in use 
in a language is Iinite (I4olmes 199492). Restricting the number of words to be analysed to a 
limited fixed text size (disregarding the total length of the text) may improve TTR relevante 
(Biber 1988:338-39). 
In lernls of vocabulary fiequency distribution. once-occuriing words or Iicy)(r.r 
legonzrri~r constitute. broadly speaking. the most frequent words in a text. As quantitative 
indicators of stgle. theg are related to vocabulary richness and precision. and have been widely 
used in stylometric studies on authorship attribution (Morton 1986. kIolmes 1994:97-98). 
See Barnbrool, (1996: Appendices 2-3) for an introduction io tlir possiblr application of AWK in thr 
hunianitieh. 
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Another relevant iildex of vocabulan richness is achieved b! counting the nunibei of 
h~y7~1.x dislegor77eno or words which occur onll twice in a text. Note that in our coniputation of 
lexical distribution (TTR. h~llicix legorner?ri and tlidegomen~i) we ha\e not regarded 
homographs as  different ~ o r d s  because their frequency is u s u a l l  lower than one per ceilt OS 
the length ol'the text (Morton 1986: 1 ). 
(4) word length [chr .s /~%d 
The average length OS the words in a text is another suitable index of vocabulary 
richness. This feature is calculated by dividing the overall number of  (orthographic) characters 
by the length of  the text in words. Word length has been for a long time a lexical characteristic 
widely used in stylonietric studies (Holmes 1998: 1 13). Zipf (1933) has shown that an inverted 
relation holds between word length and word Srequency in texts. As Biber ( Ic)88:238) has 
pointed out. "longer words also convey more specific. specialized nleanings than shorter 
ones". 
(B) SENTENCE L,ENGTH 
( 5 )  sentence length in characters Ichr.s,!sen/] 
(6)  sentence length in words (ii.tl!<et71] 
Despite its limitations (Holmes 1994:89). sentencr length. measured in characters or 
words. has been used extensively in stylometric works on authorship. As an indicator ofstyle. 
it is related to the distinction between oral and w~itten re&' iisters. 
(C) READABIL~ITY GKADES 
(7) Autonlated Readability Index [~n-ir7u'ex] 
(8 )  Coleman-Liau Index [clit7des] 
Readability evaluation studies. wliich were born in the 1920s in thr USA. are based on 
the statistical regularities shown by certain textual linguistic features in relati011 to their degree 
ol'reading comprehension. One of the aims of these studies is the elaboration oí' empirically 
tested 'readability formulas' capable of predicting a reading-ease score for a test froni a set oF 
selected linguistic features (Gomez Ciuinovart 1999:83-90). Diflerences amoiig readability 
formulas are due to the Iieterogeneity of  their deri\.ation Sroni esperinients with different texts 
and subject groups (Klarr 1963:;;-36). Roth Autoniated Readability Index and Coleman-1,iau 
lndes can be easily autoinated (Coleman & Liau 1975:283. Rell 1,aboratories 1983: 156). the 
formulas applied in our analysis being as follows: 
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Autoiiiated Readability liidex = 4.7 1 *letters-per-woord + .5*wordspper-seiiteiicc - 7 1.43 
Coieinaii-Lia~i Indes - 5.89*letters-per-word - .3*seriteiices-per-l OO-words - 1 5.8 
(D)  LEXIC'AL CLASSES 
(9) downtoners [u'oii~nr.~]: alnios/. horelj~. hr~rdlj~. nin'eii~. niildlj.. necníj'. on!,,. peir/ir/l(~,. 
]7c1r11j7. ]~rr~c~icc~li l~.  ,sc(~rcelj>. sligh~lj~. . so~ i~e~ .hc~ /  
( 10) ampliliers 1 c~niplfi]: t ihsolu~el~~.  al/ogcrher. ron~ple/e()!. enorri~oi~.slj~. c~i~ir-el)'. 
~ ~ . x / r c ~ ~ i i e l j ~ . ~ f ~ ~ l ( ~ ~ .  grec111j3. high(1,. i~i /en.sel j~.]~e~~/ic/ l j~.  ,s/ro~igli~. ~horoughlj~. /o/~11(\'. i~/ /erIj~.  I ~ C ~ I ~  
( 1  1 )  discourse particles [u'iscr.~]: i.i,ell. no]!,. c~~i>rivuj,. c~~ij'ho\i<. crr~lii~r~j~.s 
Our treatment of downtoners. ampliliers and discourse particles draws on Biber's 
(1988) guidelines. Downtoners and amplitiers constitule two semantic classes of ad.juncts. 
An~pliiiers scale the Iorce of the verb upwards from an assumed norm. whereas downtoners 
have a general lnwering effect on the iorce of the verb (Quirk et al. 1985:439-430). Roth lists 
were compiled by avoiding multiwords and i ten~s with other major functions (homographs). 
Discourse particles "are very generalized in their functions and rare outside the conversational 
genres" (Biber 1988:341). The search for discourse particles in «ur Corpus was limited to 
sentei~ce-initial occurrences: put differently. only the discourse particles which immediately 
lollow the BNC neu-sentence tag <S> have been considered. 
The graminatical coding of the BNC marks interjections with the attribute ITJ o l the  
part-ol-speech tag <c>. lnterjections indicate emotive aspects ol' language: they act as 
discourse n~arkers and thus are characteristic of spoken registers (Schifikin 1987:73-101). The 
productivity of interjections in a text is considered a measure ofthe involvement of the speaker 
witli the subject or situation ofdiscourse. 
(E) PLACE 4 N D  TIME ADVFRBIALS 
( 1  3) place adverbials [~~laceotli.]: ahorird. uh0i.e. C I ~ I . O L I L / .  U L ~ ~ O . S S .  e~hee~rI. L I ¡ O I I ~ , Y ~ ~ L ' .  
c~roi~nrl. c~.shore. r~s/ern. c ~ i i ~ c ~ .  hrhind. heloii*. heneulh. he.vide. doii~nhill. cio,i~n.r/nirs. 
rloii~n,s/rec~rii. ecr.s/. , fi~r. hcrer~hoii~s. inu'oor..~. inlcind. inshore. inside. lorr~l!~.. nec~r. rieurhj.. 
liorlh. ~ioii'here. oi~/ck)or.s. overlnnd oiiersccis. soi~/h. irnde/;fi)o/. i~nder.g~.oi~tiuI rnu'rrnen~h. 
iq'hill. I I ~ S I L I ~ ~ J . .  I ~ ~ . T / ~ ~ L I I I I .  iives/ 
(14) time adverbials I~inie~idi']: c!f/er.ii~r~rds. c~gui~i. earlier. ei'e~i~unllj~. f¿)rrnerli~. 
i~lzniediu/e(v. inilicrlll.. i~i.s/r~ii/lj~. lole  I u I L ~ , ' .  ~lio~nen~uril,~~. noii'. I ~ O I I ' C I ~ ~ ! I : Y .  OIICC.  origi~?e~IIj.. 
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The massive occurrence of place and time adverbials is taken by Biber (1 988224) as a 
measure of "situated. as opposed to abstract. textual content". The above lists were compiled 
from Quirk et al. (1985:516 y 530-531): items with other major tunctions (homographs) have 
not been considered. 
(F) COORDINATIO~ A N D  S U B O R D I ~ A T I O ~  
( 15) concessive adverbial subordinators [corlcrs.sii.eJ: cillholrgli. ~hoitgh 
( 16) causative adverbial subordinators [rcrzt.sa/ii~c]: hrcrruse 
(17) conditional adverbial subordinators [coridi~iorlal]: jf: unlc.~.s 
Our analysis of'concessive. causative and conditional adverbial subordinators draws on 
Biber (1988). According to Biber. these adverbial clauses are found in speech more often than 
in writing. Riber's list of causatke adverbial s~ibordinators escludes lexical forms with other 
functions (homographs) such as (a.,f¿~r. and .rince. 
( 18 j relatives and interrogatives [ii~h] 
This group includes iilh-adverbs (e.g. ii.hen. Iioii'. ic~hj,). i.1~11-determiners (e.g. ii'hicll. 
~I,¡ILI/. il'hose. ~ ~ ' h i c l l )  and wmh-pronouns (e.g. ii~llo. ii.hoei,cr. ii'hrinl) either as interrogative or 
relative introducers (i.e. words marked with the attribute AVQ or DTQ within the RNCj and 
the word I ~ L I I  ~vhen it introduces a relative clause (attribute CJT). We have not pursued more 
subtle subclassilication here due to the difficulty in distinguishing automatically between 
relatives and interrogatives by way of the BNC word-class codes. In further investigation we 
shall distinguish between /he11 and ivh-words. as in Biber's analysis. 
( 19) lo-intinitive clauses [IO~ISJ 
Infinitive clauses can be identified in the RNC b! way of the attribute TOO in the part- 
of-speech tag. The output of such automated search includes every /o-infinitive consti.uction. 
Unfortunate]?. it does not allow further discrimination b! syntactic function. which Biber's 
(1 988:333) parser does. 
(30) coordinating conjunctions Icoordl 
C'~~uder.nos de Ftlologiu /ngle.~u. 9(1). 7000, pp. 39-70 
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Coordinating conjunctions are coded in t l i e . ~ ~ ~  by means of the attribute CJC in the 
part-of-speech tag. They can be considered indicators of the syntactic complexity of a text. The 
reliability of coordinating conjunctions as quantitative indicators of style is not absolute since 
the BNC lagging does not mahe a distinction between phrasal and clausal coordination. each 
syntactic strategy fulfilling different functions (Biber 1988245). 
(G) VEKBAL. FORMS 
(2 I ) iiifinitive forms [ir7fl 
(22) past participles ~?trsll,ur.l] 
(33 ) -ing fornis [ing] 
Infinitive fornis (independent. part of a periphrastic verbal form or preceded by the 
particle lo in a lo-clause). past participles and - h g  forms are identified in the BNC by way of 
their word-class codes (VBI. VDI. VI11 or VVI for infinitives; VBN. VDN. VHN or VVN for 
past participles: and VBG. VDG. VHG or VVG for -ing fornis). Even though none of theni 
can be unambiguously assigned to a single function. -ing forms usually mark progressive 
aspect. wliereas past participles substantiate perfective aspect or passive voice. Al1 of them 
have been iised as quantitative indicators of style (Moerk 1970:226. McMenamin 1993: 195). 
(24) possibility modal verbs [I,otn~dl] 
(25) necessity modal verbs [17ecmtil] 
(16)  predictive modal verbs btl~nldI/lJ 
(77) moda1 auxiliary verbs 1 cilln~dl] 
Modals are marked in the BNC with the attribute VMO in the part-of-speech tag. 
Following Biber (1988:741). we analyse possibility. necessity and predictive modals 
separately. In the RNC. possibility niodals include the forms cm?. cci. nitrji, rnigh~ and colil~J: 
necessity modals include ozrghr. shoulti and n7ir.r/: and predictive niodals include ii!ill. +i,o. '11. 
ii,olrld 'd shtrll and .rhtr. The special fornis cu. ii'o and shtr in the BNC are the segnlents 
corresponding to niodals in the negative conlractions ctr17 ' 1 .  M . O I ~  '1  and .shtr17 ' l .  The general 
category 'modal auxiliav verbs' includes possibility. necessity and predictive modals. along 
witli other modals not included in Biber's lists s~ich as used lo. dure or r~eed. which are tagged 
indistinctly in the BNC. 
C'ircrrlciwos 11. Filologítr Inglesu. 9( 1 ). 2000. pp. 39-70 
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(28) existential constructions \exi.s/en~iol] 
The attribute EX0 in the RNC tags the nord /here appearing in the existential 
construction thcre is. /here ure. etc. As Riber (1988:228) points out. the stylistic value of this 
feature is not quite clear since it may be considered an indicator of either "the static. 
informational stlle common in uriting" or a inarker of 'non-complex constructions ni th  a 
reduced informational load. (.. ) more characteristic of spoken registers". 
(29) negative constructions [t7eg~:cl/i11e] 
According to Biber (1988245). '-there is twice as much negation in speech as in 
writing". In tllis study we have analysed analytic negation (with the negative particle no1 or 
n '7). marked in the BNC with the attribute XXO in the part-OS-speech tag. 
(30) preposition stranding bx~ronding] 
Stranded prepositions are in some syntactic contexts the unmarked altemative to other 
more formal pied-piped constructions (Quirk et al. I985:664). In consequence. the distribution 
of this feature in the texts is  related to the formal versus colloquial dimension of the register 
under investigation. For the sake of the automation oí' the analysis. we have only computed 
stranded prepositions followed by a sentential punctuation marh (exclaination mark. full stop. 
question mark. colon and seinicolon). 
(3 1 ) split infinitives [q7lilinfl 
The split infinitive is a construction which has been condemned traditionall!. by 
prescriptivists of 'good English' (see. Ior instance. Fowler & Fowler 1922:3 19) in spite 01' the 
fact that in some cases it constitutes the most conlmon alternative in English (Quirk et al. 
1985:497). Its absence ihus indicates a purist attitude in matters of usage in formal written and 
oral registers. 
(33) personal pronouns [I~ersjwot7] 
(33) refleuive pronouns [refq~roti] 
(34) indelinite pronouns [indcfi)ron] 
Personal. retlexike and indefinite pronouns are respecti~rly identiiied in the BNC by 
\+a'. of the attributes PNP. PNX aiid PNI in their part-of-speech tag. Personal and reflexive 
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pronouns have frequently been used as markers of style. Indefinite pronouns. uhich have been 
devoted less attention iii the literature [han personal pronouns. are considered indexes of 
conceptual abstraction or generalised relerence in the texts (Riber 1988:226). 
(3 5) prepositional phrases lpp] 
(36) prepositioninoun ratio k?,í17] 
Prepositions can be identiiied in the BNC by means of the attributes PRF (Ibr the 
preposition ?f) or PRP (for the rest of prepositions) in their part-of-speech tag. They constitute 
'-an important device for packing high amounts of infom~ation into academic nominal 
discourse" and are thus characteristic of informational written discourse (Riber 1988:2.37). The 
prepositioninoun ratio. which has been studied with stylometric purposes (McMenamin 
1993:198). is regarded as an index of notional complexity. 
(37) adjectives [ucij] 
(38) attributive adjectives [clrrrcrt/j] 
(39) ad.jectives modified by adverbs [cldi;clc!i] 
(40) adjec tiveinoun ratio [crcl;ii7] 
Adjectives are tagged in the BNC bb the attributes AJO (positive adjectives). .4JC 
(comparatives) and AJS (superlatives). Attributive adjectives are identiiied by their occurrence 
before a noun (Biber 1988:237-38). Both the frequency of'adjectives modified by adverbs and 
the adjectiveinoun ratio have also been used in stylon~etric studies (McMenainin 1993:196- 
98). in which they are viewed as indicators of the degree ol'the 'descriptiveness' of a text. 
(4 1 ) adverbs [~ru' i . ]  
(42) adverbipreposition ratio [~ldv,pJ 
Adverbs -excluding rih-adverbs. which belong in feature 18. and including (contrary to 
Biber 1988:338) downtoners. ampliiiers. discourse particles and time and place adverbs. also 
in features 9 to 1. 13 and 14- are identified in the BNC by the attributes AV0 (general 
adverbs) and AVP (prepositional adverbs). The adverbipreposition ratio. used in stylometric 
studies (McMenamiii 1993:198). is also related to the degree of 'descriptiveness' of a text. 
(1,) NOMINAL FEATL KES 
(43) proper nouns [I?roperr?] 
O Javier Gomez. Guinovart and Javier Pérez Guerra 
(44) nouns [n] 
I'roper nouns are computed in the BNC thanks to the attribute NPO. The role of proper 
nouns as style indicalors is to indicate the degree of concreteness of a texl (Julliard 1990). 
Common nouns are marked in BNC with the attributes NNO. NN 1 or NN2. according to their 
grammatical number. As for their stylistic value. Biber (1988:237) claims that "a high nominal 
content in a test indicates a high (abstract) informational focus. as opposed to primarily 
inlerpersonal or narrative foci". 
(45) determiners 1 de/] 
This group includes words tagged in BNC with the attributes ATO (articlrs such as /he. 
u. (117 and no). DPS (possessive detern~iner forms. e.g. j8oilr.. ~heir. his) and DTO (general 
determinen such as / h i ~  or holh. not tagged as ivh-determiners. and thus out of the scope 01' 
feature 18). The overall stylistic status of this group is associated with textual deixis. 
(46) genitive niarkers [geliilii~e] 
(47) prepositions plus nouns [p+n] 
(48) nominal premodiliers [17p~-enioUT] 
Nominal categories with accompanying genitive markers are identified in the RNC by 
the attribute POS. From the perspective of register variation. possessive constructions and 
nouns preceded b) prepositions (both used by Moerk 1970 as marks of authorship). as well as 
nominal premodiiiers (identified in the BNC by the sequence determiner + nolm + noun). 
imply nominal phrase complexit> and hence notional depth in the discourse. 
111.2. The statistical process 
Once the feaiures have been properly explained. in this section we embark on the analysis of 
each of the statistical steps involved in Biber's multidimensional approach. In what follows. 
not only shall we describe the techniques but also we will justify the theoretical consequences 
which each operation has lor the methodology as a whole. 
The raw countings are normalised to a text length of 1.000 words. which somehow 
permits the determination of the importance of the features on an intuitive basis. ln this 
connection. an initial reinark seems in order here: ifthe only purpose of this investigation were 
the demonstration that there esist enough differences between spoken and written-to-be 
spoken tests. the comparison of the normalised fiequencies of the linguistic features or even 
their mean values would esplain such contrast straightforwardly. As alreadg pointed out. the 
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niain goal of this stiidy is not the corroboration of such difference but the implications which it 
brings about as far the stylistic characterisation of the text saniples is concerned. As Biber 
(151C)4:35) points out. "it seeins iinlikely that the relative distribution of common linguistic 
features could reliably distiiiguisli aniong registers. In fact. individual lingiiistic features do not 
provide the basis Sor sucli distinctions". 
Table 2 shows the mean val~ies of the featiires discussed in the previous subsection: 
Iidi?, 28.483419 .;7,6304(> 
ihrv\vd 4.0268624 4.692527 
CIITS!S~III I 16.0582 I 63.61577 
\vd;senr 28.839759 l3.5.3.;29 
ürindex 11.956404 7.4384-17 
cl i i ide~ 6.0129306 9.477794 
do\\ 111s l.h;0;79 1.771 187 
aniplts .;.5259081 1.481049 
diser, l.X788057 O.529X72 
iiitcrj 13.371244 0.72419.? 
~llaccod\ 2.045989-1 3.41 0971 
iiiiie;id~ .;.8X27534 4.57857h 
C ~ I I C ~ S S I \ C  0 . 9 4 4  0-122102 
cdusüti\e 2.6544656 0.951 110 
conditi»ti;il 4.8488;-17 I.5Xh IR8 
\\ 11 4 0 . 4  Y ?l.59:03 
I»c/s 16.971675 16.48Xh.? 
coord 40.<>77.;07 ;0.00870 
inl 4 l. l h.3007 32.501 48 
pasip;irl 18.88.; 174 26.79393 
inf 13.730514 15.l630.7 
~ ~ c ) s n i ~ l l  7.2857084 F64879.3 
spolen \\'ritirn 
riecmdl 1.3813369 1.187515 
pdtnidl X.4167300 6,657576 
iillnidl 18.626658 13.66377 
existcnti~l 4.4812804 1.177869 
iiegati\e 12.2375-35 5.157774 
pstrandinp 0.56X'J?l5 O. 190164 
splitinf O. 1458038 0.027541 
prrspron 99.1946.38 j8.15077 
rrtipron 1.23406.3; 0.744659 
indcfproii 6.0604879 ?..378568 
PI' 84.115474.; 107.5 18 
p'ii 0.518 1 1 X I 0..:8;.386 
xl 1 47.0h9 145 58.09083 
attraqi 24.44 15x2 40.83 
advabj 5.2325 1-1 4.1 .;2665 
a?j!n 11.2614735 lJ.2Ob409 
adv 73.672484 45.33760 
adv!p 0.9302901 0.427663 
propfrn 141367l32 63 77199 
11 146.81548 218.137 
del 115.24982 119.457 
fenitive I 'J3h887 5.4023 13 
1)+11 18.01 5697 36.6738-1 
npreiiiod S.536.;9 1.7 9969567 
The data in this table clearly suggests that sharp dit'ferences between spoken and 
writtení-to-be-spoken) texts can be determined in the light of the mean values of many of the 
linguistic features investigated: to cite a few. sentence length. frequency of inter-jections. 
distribution of attributive ad.jectives. etc. (The basic descriptive statistics --niean. niinimum. 
nlaximuni and standard deviation- Sor each feature are given in Appendix 2.) 
The nornialised fiequencies per 1 .O00 words are grouped according to their tendency to 
co-occur. The application of factor analysis to the normalised frequencies leads to the 
determinatioii of iactors or groups of teatures which tend with a certain degree OS probability 
either to occur or to be excluded in the texts investigated. In our study case. factor analysis 
revealed eleven possible factors. as sliown in the sunimar!; shown in Table 3: 
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In the light of the cumulati\~e percentage OS shared variance. we shall. in principie. 
consider four factors (1 to 4). since they constitute more than 50 per cent of the overall shared 
variance. .4s Biber (1995h:121) points out. "extractiilg too many factors is hetter than too 
ieu ". 
The individual values Sor the linguistic teatures under examination are rotated. The 
statistical technique of rotation allows the discrimination -and subsequent elimination- oi' 
those features which are not significant in each factor. The rotation schema which we ha1.e 
used is Varimax rotation. whose main goal is the minimisation of the nurnber of variables on 
each factor in an attempt to simplify their interpretation. In Table 4 we outliile the features 
which proved relevant for the factors identilied by factor analysis. that is. i'eatures whose 
(absolute) factor loadings are bigger than 0.35 (Biber 1988). The order ofthe Seatures follows. 
on the one hand. their factor loadings and. on the other. their polarity: whereas positive 
Seatures are ahundant iil the iactor. the lack of productivit! oi' those features with negative 
polarity is a detining characteristic of the factor under analgsis. 
The interest of the information displayed in the previous tables is twofold. First. the 
ordered list of features in each factor is important with respect to the tina1 interpretation of the 
factor. In fact. this is the onl!. use of the indi\ idual factor loadings. Second. the polarity of 
each ieature within each factor will be decisive as far as the calculation of the factor score 01' 
each text. 
Once ule have got to knou whic1.i features are positive and which are negative. we 
associate the normalised frequency of each feature in each text with its corresponding polarity. 
More speciticall~~. the frequencies for features whose factor loadings are positive will be 
regarded as positive. whereas the firequencies Sor features with negative factor loadings will be 
given negati\.e polarity. 
" l'hese four factors contaiii a considerable nuiiiber of factor loadiiigs bigger tlian 0.35. wliicli iiidicates that 
their selection out of the eleven factors recognised b) factor analpis is in the driviii, u seat. 
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;1<1vad.¡ 
n(1,iln 
aiiiplí's 
iillnitll~ 
coridiiional 
caus:tli\ c. 
iiil' 
pdirndl 
ad! 
riccnld I 
Iir 
plnccad! 
propcrii 
The Iollowing step is the standardisation of al1 the normalised frequencies according to 
the same criterion. In this case. following Biber. we have used the comnion standardisation 
criterion to a mean of 0.0 and a standard deviation of 1.0. In more detail. the normalised 
frequency of the feature in a g i ~ e n  text niinus the mean frequency ol' the feature in al1 the 
saniples investigated is divided by the standard del~iation of the feature. The standardised 
result per Leature per text is called the 'standardised score' of the feature. The score Sor the 
whole [actor is coniputed by adding the standardised scores of the features with positive factor 
loadings and by subtracting the standardised scores of those with negative loadings. The score 
for a group of tests (text type or genrej is done by calculating the mean of the factor scores Sor 
al1 the texts which belong to the same sub-/genre. To illustrate the whole process. in Appendis 
3. we show the standardised scores of the features corresponding to factor 3 as well as the 
factor scores of the genres investigated. Table 5 gives the results for the whole corpus 
according to the four iactors identified by factor analysir: 
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Tc~hlc 5: , S ~ ~ I ~ I : , J  oj rhr \c.ores pel /es/ [,pe 
i ~ \ l  Wpc Ic\i-i>.pc d i \  ¡>ion> Faclor 1 Factor 2 F;icior 3 Facior 4 
\\ rillcri pra!'crs 12.2098373 -lU.5612284 2.20912I 48 -4..3551881 1 
spohcn rcspon scz 
Iccl~~rch 
coiirscs. prs\c'nlaiioriz 
la l l \  
nc\r S 
xrrncIiiz 
q ~ c c h c s  
¡nler\ icn > 
mcsiiiic,. dchalcs 
The results in this table will be used in order to place e v e n  text type and text-type 
division on a [actor scale. which will give an idea of the characterisation of each genre along 
the interpretation of the factor. which constitutes the main topic ofthe following section. 
IV. INTERPRETATlON OF THE RESU1,TS 
Biber's multifeature multidimensional methodology has been shown to be a precise way of 
quantifiing the stylistic characterisation 01' a genre. By means of factor analysis. further 
rotation techniques and the standardisation of the results. we have achieved unique values for 
the text types and text-type categories recognised in our corpus. Such quantitative data by 
itselfdemonstrates that the linguistic nature of the texts under investigation is clearly different 
and. on mnny occasions. divergent. Nonetheless. the backbone of this methodology is the 
functional or. as Biber puts it. din~ensional characterisation of the textual material. To that end. 
each factor or group of features is assumed to represent a dimensioil. either bipolar (factors or 
Dirnensions 1. 2 and 3 in our corpus study) or monopolar (factor o dimension 4). The 
dimensions to which we shall pay attention in what fbllo\+s are as follows: (The katures with 
double bracketing have factor loadings from 0.35 to 0.4. which were not considered in. Ior 
example. Biber & Finegan 1997: the factor loadings of those with single bracketing go Srom 
0.4 to 0.45. which are disregarded in Kim & Riber 1994.) 
I ) I ~ I L N S I O V  I 
f 'o .~ i t r i~r~ , fe~~ / r~r 'es  
Coleinaii-Liau Irides [cliwcies] 
uord lerigth [chrs,+i,cfj 
attributive adjectivrs [ lrmu~/;] 
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nouiis [ I I ]  
preposition plus nouii b17 171 
prepositional pkrases ~ I I ]  
adjectives [trtl;] 
proper iiouiis [/~r.operir] 
nominal premodiliers [i7prrr7i«(l] 
deteriiiiners [ t i e ~ ]  
past participles [/,iir/porl] 
((yeiiitice niarkers)) [ger i i l i i :~~]  
((htrpm Ie:~oriic~i7cr)) [hlc,,q] 
,Tc:~iili i~e fcvrti~rec. 
((relativer and interrogatives)) [ivh] 
((infinitice fonns)) [rnfl 
coordiiiatins con.juncti«ns [c .oo~~Jl  
discourse particles [di.ícr.í] 
prepositioii'noun ratio ~ I H ]  
negative constructioiis [ ~ l q a l i i ~ c ~ ]  
adverbs [ah . ]  
iiite-iections [ I I I I~ I ; ; ]  
iiidefiiiiie proiiouiis [irill'/~1roi7] 
adverb:preposiiion raiio [c~di .~p]  
personal pronouns b>cwspro~i] 
DII\IL~N$ION 7 
Po.$ r l i i ~ c f i ~ i ~ l ~ i r c ~ s  
possibilii! modal verbs [ p o s r i r ~  
relatives and interrogatives [i i,h] 
acijeciives iiiodilied by adverbs [UU ' I . ~ I~ ; ]  
ad.jective,iioun ratio [ud j i r ]  
ainplifiers [u117pl'\] 
inodal auxiliar) verbs [allrrrdl\] 
coiiditioii~l adverbial subordiiiators [ co t ld~~ro i r~~ l ]  
causative adverbial subordinators [crr i~.~ci/ i i~c~] 
infinitive foinis [i i lf l 
predictive modal cerhs btl1171dl] 
adverbs [nc/i.] 
(iiecessity inodal verbs) [ 17c~o7 i l i / ]  
V e ~ q i r ~ i i ' c f ~ ~ o / ~ ~ r ~ > . s  
((tjpe-roben ratio)) [ / t r ]  
((place adverbials)) [/)locetroi.] 
proper nouiis [/)ropei.~7] 
UI~~LUSION 3 
I 'o.cr l i i~~,fL>uI~ire~.~ 
senience leiigtli iii words [ i . i ,6er i / ]  
seiiieiice leiigtli iii characters [chiic sc~r711 
Autoniated Keadability Inde.\ [crrindei] 
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( reflesive pronouns) [ri2$~/~roii] 
~~c~giltil~e.fl~i/tzlre.~ 
type-token ratio [ / / r ]  
DIZILNSION 4 
I>ositil~e f fltilrc~c 
preposition srraiidiny ~strirnding] 
hl7prr.v legoirroi<l [hdis] 
yenitive marhers [gertitii~] 
/o-iiifiniiive clauses [ tods]  
(iiomiiial premodifiers) [n/~rcilroci] 
(conditional adverbial subordinators) [c~ot~ditioiinl] 
(discourse particles) [rliscrr] 
((tinie adverbials)) [tiineuth.] 
((infiiiitive fornls)) [iili] 
( (hi~pnx legorneno)) [hleg] 
:\'c~gotii.e fi'ntiir.c.s 
none 
The differences between the spoken and written-to-be-spoken samples of the Corpus 
plotted in Graphic 1 shows that. whereas the tirst two dimensions are of great importante as 
far as  the overall stylistic explanation of the text type investigated. the contrast evinced by the 
textual material along Dimensions 3 and 4 is not explanatory enough per .se. Such a fact will 
account for the special attention which shall be paid to the interpretation of Dimensions 1 and 
The interpretation of the dimensions is the hardest stage in the multidin~ensional n~odel .  
Such interpretalion acts as a kind of heading which has to account for both the successfiil 
ieatures and their polarity within each factor. Exanlples of dimensions are as follows: 
'informational versus involved productioii'. 'elaborated versus situation-dependen1 referente'. 
'abstract style'. 'narrative versus non-narrative concems' and 'overt expression oi' persuasion' 
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(Biber 1988. Biber & Finegan 1989. 1992). 'on-line inleraction Lersus planned exposition'. 
'overt versus implicit logical cohesioil' and 'overt personal stance' (Kim & Riber 1994). or 
'argumeníati~e versus reported representalion oi' inlormatioi-i' (Biber & IIared 1994). In what 
Sollows. w8e shall concentrate on the interpretalion of Dimensions 1 and 2. 
IV. 1. Dimension 1 : 'notional richness versus dynamic deictic reference' 
The features in this dimension can be grouped into the following categories. according to their 
polarity: (i) features associated with notional complexity. (ii) lack oi' dynamic grammatical 
categories and devices. (iii) lack of personal reference and (iv) lack of vague reference. 
The features associated with notional complexity involve. on the one hand. structural 
complexity. that is. word length (Coleman-Liau index and word length in number of 
characlers) and. on the other. percentage oi' nominal categories. The anlount of nominal 
categories is shown not only by the productivity of nouns but also by the percentage of 
attributive ajjectives and -ed forms. prepositions followed by nouns. determiners and genitive 
markers ( 'S) .  al1 they implying the existente oi'nouns heading nominal projections. All these 
ikatures. logether with the importance oi'proper nouns. share the same 0bjectiL.e. namely. an 
increase in the notional depth of the discourse. Thal is the reason why w.e have chosen the 
heading 'notional richness' for the positive dimension of this [actor. 
By contrast. the two remaining issues are clearly associated wilh the negative features 
grouped under this dimension. More specifically. the low percentages of discourse particles 
(and also subordinating 1i.h-introducers). oí' independent adverbs in general and »S adverbs 
with respect to prepositions' signii'). that the style is not dynamic but noun-centred and 
carefully planned. The preferente for sell-defining nouns and the avoidance ol' pronouns with 
either situational (personal pronouns) or indefinite (indelinite pronouns) referents indicates 
that the discourse is impersonal and precise. 
The scale oftext-type categories along Dimension 1. drawing on the slatistical data in 
Appendix 4. is given in Ciraphic 2 (genres in italics correspond to the spoken texls. whereas 
those in Roinan case belong 10 the written-to-be-spoken material: asterisked genres are those 
whose statistical data is based on only one samples): 
7 Ilie iiegative influeiice of tlie proporiion of adverbs over the gramniatical c l a s  al' prepositions seems to 
indicate that the frequency ofprepositions. inost oí' whicli goverii nouns withiii prepositional phrases (the 
nurnber of stranded prepositions does not even constitute a significant feature in this factor). surpasses that 
ofadverbs. Such a ract ultimately gives support to the importance of nominal categories in the diniension 
under analysis. 
"ven though \ve are aware that (nono-sample geiire investipation is iiut allowed within the iniiltidiniensional 
approach since it wreaks havoc with the prerequisite ofcorpus representativeness already discussed. we have 
used mono-sample text typologies in an attempt to wide the spectrum ofthr genres undei.discussion. Needless 
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Several reniarks seem in order here in the lipht of Graphic 3. First. the textilal 
categories investigated are splendidly characterised along the dimension suggested Sor the íirst 
factor: whereas every written text type is associated with a positive factor loading. only tulo 
spoken genres are positive. naniely. news and speeches. uliich are indisputably less interactive 
than tlie rest of the spokeii saniples. More specilically. 'orthodox' news and speecli 
productioiis do not allow feedback from the listener(s). which is possible (and on many 
occasions implied) in the case of meetingldebates. cases. lectures. sernions. responses. 
courseslpresentations. talks and interviews. 
Iii the previous paragraph we have justified the dichotomy written i3.v spoken which is 
shn~vn by the results on Dimension 1 in ternis of interaction. TIie degree of interaction 
associated with a linguistic production is in keeping with other features such as spontaneit! 
and. by extension. dynamic deictic reference. which is part of  the label choseii Sor Dimension 
l .  On ihe one hand. the importance of  the listener in the discourse brings about potential 
changes on the speaker's part. who cannot stick to a prefixed scripi aiid is obliged to adniit 
new elements without a cnrrespondiiig agenda. Thus. discoiirse d>.narnics play a fiindamental 
role in the diniensional characterisation of tlie text types under disc~issioii. On the other hand. 
many of the elements i i i  an interactive production are taheii iiom or simply grounded on the 
environmental circumstances in which the discourse takes place. This consequence leads us 10 
the second part of the defining headliiie. naniely. the deictic dimeiision. 
The opposile situation is pictured b j  the wriiien texts. 111 this respect. the scale sketched 
io SU). tlie I.~SUIIS obtailied b). text cate~ories basrd on onl) oiir te\[ wi l l  be treaied witli extreiiie cautioii. 
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in Graphic 2 is revealing. Sermons and prayers (and. possibly. speeches as well) are the text 
categories which are the most ii~teractive among the group of non-interactive text types. In 
these genres. even though interaction is not real. it is regarded as a conipulsory part of the 
fictional comn~unicati~,e process. 7-he elaboration of a speech. prayer or sermon involves not 
only the actual physical presence oí' the listener but also the effect which the liilguistic 
production is going to have on him or hei. In an attempt to get the attention of the potential 
listener(s). the writer ot' sermons. prayers. etc. is likely to introduce some deictic elen~ents iil 
the composition and to make use of thematic variation. changes in the discourse topic being. in 
coilsequence. of considerable significance. 
IV.2. Dimension 2:  'explicitness versus concision' 
The linguistic features which proved to be significant in Dimension 2 are indicators of either 
syntactic expansion or lexical richness. In what follows we justify the ascription of the features 
to the previous categories. 
As far as syntactic expansion is concerned. the features which materialise the speaker's 
attempt to increase the actual length of his or her linguistic productions. either at phrasal or 
clausal level. by adding elements which do not contribute to the progression of the discourse 
but simply enlarge the descriptive burden of the active referents. can be grouped iilto two 
categories: features associated with syntactic clausal modification or subordination. and 
features related to phrasal modification. The former are substantiated by subordinating 
sentence-introducers and conditionalicausative adverbial subordinators. The features implying 
syntactic modification at clause leve1 are: modals (including the generic label n~odal plus 
possibility. prediction and necessity moda1 auxiliaries). adverbs premodii3ing adjectives. 
adjectiveinoun ratio. an~plifiers and general adverbs. In more detail. modals m o d i c  verbal 
groups; adverbs modifir adjectives: most adjectives are attributive and thus act as nominal 
premodifiers: arnplifiers are modi@ing categories by definition and. finally. general (non->1,1?) 
adverbs are used to n~odif) either ad~jectivesiadverbs (degree adverbs) or the whole 
predicationíproposition (a limited number of adverbs are complements in the sentences in 
which their occur). We have excluded the feature 'iniinitive forms' from the previous 
description because such nonfinite forms are twofold in that they can serve as dependents of 
either nominal constructions (rriz u//e»ll~/ [/o he niore precise]) or of'predicators (1 i i , ( ~ t z /  [ / o  hr 
nio1.e preri,wJ). In both cases t h e -  increase the syntactic complexity of the utterance and do not 
ilecessarily enlarge the set of the active reterents relevant ior the progression ofthe discourse. 
With respect to the second pole oi' the interpretation. that is. lexical richness. the only 
feature which is statistically significant and. thus. has consequences for the interpretation of 
Dimension 2 is 'proper nouns'. Proper nouns can be understood as the category that introduces 
referents in the discourse by using the least amount of linguistic material. In this connection. 
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proper nouns do not require (in standard English. they do not tolerate) further syntactic 
elaboration by nleans of determiners. modifi.ing adjectives. etc. Another related feature of less 
statistical importante is the so-called type!token ratio. The inclusion of type!token ratio. 
understood as  an indicator of lexical diffiision. among the negative group of features 
corroborates the label given in the title of this section. namely. concision. She  less the 
relevance of the index of lexical variability in a given text or group of texts. the more concise 
the style of tlie texts." If the number of significant factor is restricted to 3. a new variable joins 
the group of the negative ikat~ires. namely. possessive- '.S constructions."' The inclusion of 
geniti\re constructions complies with the functional interpretatioil of the negative pole. that is. 
concision. since this type oI' syntactic strateg): implies both the existence of premodi@ing 
nominal categories ('i is attached to nominal prqjections) and the avoidance of other 
periphrastic ways of  materialising possession in English. such as the o/-construction. 
Graphic 3 rellects the relative position of  the text categories investigated along 
Dimension 3: 
G~*cyhic. 3: Binien.vioti 2 
lec,/tire.s. &p. ccises 
5 i.esponse.s*, 1cr1k.s 
.sprechc~.v 
O speeches*. se,-nloti.r 
nei i~.  in/rri,ieii'.c. ni&tl 
-5 sermoiis". scieiice 
' O  T 
The data in Graphic 3 are revealing as far as the characterisation of texts according to 
Dimension 3 is concerned. Every written text investigated is located below O in the scale. As 
shown in the graphic. the news material is quite detached from the othei spoken text types. 
Since most of the journalistic texts included in the Corpus are TV news. the style of this genre 
is aln~ost elegraphic due to timing reasons and thus considerably concise. which keeps track 
oi'the position the text type occupies in the previous scale. By contrast. most of the spoken 
material is associated with positive values (lectures. co~uses!presentations. cases. responses. 
" The facior loading for tlie i'peitoken ratio becoiiies -.34 ifvariiiiax rotatioii is applied to oiilj ihree faciors. 
Sucli a loading would iinplq tlie disappearance of ilie 'tir' feature ti-oin the lisr of significani variables iii 
I>imeiision 2 (see seciion 3.4 ii i  iliis coiiiieciion). 
'" Tlie loadiiig for tlie feature 'genitive' afier the applicaiion of Varimax roiaiioii io ihe ihree-facioi. daia is 
-.5. whicli denioiistrates ttie significaiice of the kature. 
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talks and speeches). 
Even though explicitness versus concision seenis to be relevant for the distiriction 
between spokeii and written-lo-be-spoken linguistic productions. the differences among the 
sarnples do not allow statistical validation. In this connection. the contrast holding betw-een the 
spoken text type with the highest (positive) value in Graphic 3. that is. lectures (7.67) and the 
written genre with tlie lowest (negative) loading. namely. TV news (-33.63) is less proniinent 
than that between the poles within the group of spoken texts in Graphic 2 (Diniension 3). 
IV.3. Dimensions 3 and 4 
The data corresponding to Diniensioiis 3 and 4 must be treated with caution since the 
differences among the texts analysed niake it hard to assess the suitability of the application of 
these diniensions to tlie st>-listic characterisation of spokeníwritten-to-be-spoken texts. Graphic 
1 above showed that the mean values for the two majar classes are actually similar along the 
dimensions under discussion. 
The significan1 linguistic features relevant to Dimension 3. which could be interpreted 
iii terms of 'fa\,oured versus disfavoured (sentential) length'. are scarcel!. two. namely. 
(positive) sentence length (word length. character length and ARI) and (negative) type-token 
ratio (lexical variability). The inclusion uf reflexive pronouns in the group oI' the positive 
features. which is no1 totall!- significant from a statistical point of view. can be explained by 
wa!; of the inclusion of ever>- se1fi.r.eli~e.s-forni - eitlier reflexive. that is. argumenta1 or 
eniphatic. that is. syntactically unnecessary. Whereas reflexive pronouns cast doubt on tlie 
final interpretation of Dimension -?. the coiisideration of emphatic selfi7selves-fornis. which are 
syntactically and seniantically optional. countenance the functional heading 01' '(sentential) 
length'. 
A new situation will emerge as h r  as Dimensioii 3 is concerned if tlie fourtli factor is 
discarded since new linguistic features will enter into the picture. 011 the one hand. the 
prepositioninoun ratio. coordination and the existential construction will get significant values 
afier rotation (+.5. +.44 and +.4. respecti\.ely). On the other. the rotation oi'only three factors 
will lead to the inclusion OS h c i p ~ ~ . ~  dislegoii~ena. noniinal premodification and preposition 
stranding in tlie set of negative leatures. Such new features are in keeping with the 
interpretation aIready discussed. First. the increase of the proportion of prepositions against 
nouns illustrates the productivity ofprepositional modifiers andior complements and. thus. the 
tendency to long utterances. Ry contrast. the significance 01' noniinal preniodification. that is. 
nouns premodi-ing other nouns. whicli. according to the three-factor analysis have to be 
placed in the negative group of features. iniplies the preferente for short syntactic 
constructions. Second. tlie relevancr ofsentence length to the functional characterisation of the 
texts along Diniension 3 is empliasised by the higli frequencies for coordination - either 
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clausal or phrasal. Third. the /here-existential construction. understood as a syntactic device 
for estraposing the subject o f  tlie sentence to postverbal position. req~iires tlie insertion o f  
dumniy lherc in the canonical preverbal subject position. Needless to say. the duplication o f  
syntactic constituents increases the length o f  the sentence (Thcr.e i.5 ( 1  z1nic01.17 i17 I ~ P  gi~rdc~n 
versus A unicorii i.v in /he gcrrden). Fourth. preposition stranding can be seen as a way o f  
favouring covert relative pronouns iii sentences with embedded relative clauses. Put 
differently. relative pronouns are conipulsory in pied-piped constructions. that is. in relative 
cla~ises in which the prepositions govern the relative pronouns (Ti7i.v is /he pcper /o (,i,hich 1 
*Oj 1 det.\,o/ed 1 1 1 ~ .  l i f i ) .  whereas they can be omitted if' the preposition is left stranded in 
postverbal position (Ti7i.s i.s /he p i~pa.  f whick 1 W J  1 de\>o/ed 117)~ ¡;fe /o). From this perspective. 
tlie appearance o f  the feature preposition stranding on the negati\e side o f  Dimension 3 
highlights the preference Sor short utterances. Finally. the typeltoken ratio and  hopo^.^ 
dislegonie~itr deserve our attention in the discussion o f  the Seatures which are significant in 
Dimension 3 - the statistical iniporíance o f  the former is granted by both three- and four-factor 
aiialysis. whereas the latter proved to be significant only on a three-factor basis. Both features 
are indicators o)' lexical variability and meet proper explanation here since. as already pointed 
out. lexical richness correlates with syntactic niinimisation. 
Graphic 4 shows the scale portraying the location o f  the text types aloiig Diniension 3:  
Grcphic -/: Ditiiem.io~~ 3 
St'l'tl7Otl.Y 
prayers*. rt',spor1~t'.~" 
O serinons*, speeches". scieiice. lec1t11.e.~. 1tr1k.s. ~ ir i i ,~ .  .speec/it~.c. i11K.d. ct1.sr.s 
news. it7le1~it'11~.~ 
-5 
The relevance O S  Dimension 4 to the functional characterisation o i  spoken texts 
collapses upon tlie examination o f  the results reflected in Graphics 1 above and 5 below. 
Griphic j: Di~iicn.tio~i 4 
speeclies*. rrspon.~e.~*. nr1i.s 
iiews. It'cll~re.~. 1ti1k.v. ~pt't'ch~'.~. t ~ i X d ,  c (~ .Y~.Y  
sci'inons". . s ~ I . I ~ I ~ J I ~ . Y ,  iii/e~.i.irii .s 
The differences among the san~ples are even more subtle than they were in the case o f  
Dimension 3 .  SpoAen and written-to-be-spoken texts occup> the central positions (from 4 to - 
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4). To our knowledge. since no plausible huiich seenis to rule such a situation. 
'syntacticllexical markedness' cannot be clainied to exert any iniluence on the characterisation 
oi' the corpus material. The heading suggested here attenipts the rather pointless business OS 
labelling the functional consequences which the linguistic features in Dimension 4 have. 
Whereas syntactic markedness is represented by preposition strandiiig. genitive markers and 
noun phrases consisting of deterniiners followed by two nouns. lexical markedness would be 
implied by ho~pcrs Irgonientr and u'irlegon~en~r. 
The typologies already described seeni tu point towards the direction that a functional 
characterisation of spoken and written-to-be-spoken textual material by n-ieans of the four 
dimensions discussed above does not stand a chance of survival. A further avenue is thus opeii 
to us. namely. the reduction of the nuniber of operative factors to three. whose consequences 
have already been outlined in the description ol'Dimensions 1 to 3.  
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL. REMARKS 
In this paper we have applied Biber's multifkature niultidimensional analysis tu a corpus of 
3.000.000 words taken froni the Britisli National Corpus. coniprising spoken and written-to- 
be-spoken texts in an attenipt to demonstrate. first. that these two n-iajor textual categories 
difíer considerably in style and. second. that their functional characterisation can be achieved 
by the observation and the subsequent statistical treatnient of the results on the occurrence ol' 
carefully-designed sets of significant linguistic features. 
The application of factor analysis led to the distinctioii of four factors. two of which 
kept indisputable track of the contrast which the text types investigated (written: prayers. 
sernions. speeches. TV news. applied science: spoken: responses. lectures. 
coursesipresentations. talks. news. sermons. speeches. inteniews. nieetingsidebates. 
courtiparlianient cases) showed when tliey were located on the diniensional scales resulting 
froni factor analysis. It was precisely such relative scaling that cast doubt on the significance 
of the tu.o reniaining 1actors.The bulk of tlie second half of the paper was taken up by the 
analysis of the adequacy of the linguistic features and the textual samples themselves with 
respect to the t\+:o factors which the multidimensional model revealed were relevant to the 
characterisation of spoken and written-to-be-spoken texts. In a nutshell. tlie data confirmed 
tliat such two major textual categories can be distinguished as follows: on the one Iiand. 
\+.hereas spoken texts tend to incorporate dynamic deictic relerents. written texts favour tlie 
occurrence of elaborate concepts: on tlie other hand. the spoken texts mere considerably more 
explicit than the written-to-be-spoken saniples investigated. The interpretations corresponding 
to the two otlier factors which did not shoun to be so signilicant since they substantiated 
niinor difierences aniong the texts were. respectively. 'favoured versus dislavoured (sentential) 
length' and 'syntacticllexical markedness'. 
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111 further investigation. we shall try. first. following Biber (1994). to make use of 
situational paranletres such as mode. interaction. careful production. inlom~ative purpose. etc. 
aild correlate them with the linguistic features. Second. both the selection and the definition of 
the linguistic features will undergo some changes. On the one hand. the number of significant 
linguistic variables can be enlarged by the introduction of  additional features (e.g. 
nominalisations. as in Biber 1988). On the other. several of the features computed in this pilot 
study may require further subclassification (e.g. phrasal/clausal coordination. verbal tenses. 
lstíi-ndl3rd person personal pronouns. etc.) and refinement. 
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Appcndix 2: Dc.scripriile .sluri.c.rics 
Mean Stdllev Mininium Maximuni 
ttr 6.60 3.13 O. 14 17.27 
hleg 97.92 62.32 9.76 379.19 
Iidis 30.5 1 16.34 7.92 168.67 
chrs'wd 
clirs sent 
wdlseni 
a r inde  
clindes 
dowiits 
aiiiplfb 
discrs 
inteii 
placeadv 
tinieadv 
concessive 
causative 
conditional 
\y11 
tocls 
coord 
inf 
pastpail 
ing 
posindl 
necnidl 
4.17 
104.9 
25.45 
10.95 
6.78 
1.66 
3.07 
1.58 
10.57 
2.35 
4.04 
0.4 
7.28 
'l. 1.; 
36.75 
16.86 
38.55 
39.24 
20.64 
14.05 
6.92 
1 ..34 
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pdtiiidl 8.03 3.1 8 O 18.57 
allmdl 17.53 6.09 O 50.86 
existential 3.97 2.12 0 13.27 
negaiive 10.67 5.89 0 38.58 
pstraiidiiig 0.48 0.96 O 12.05 
splitiiif 0.12 0.2 O 1.2 
persproii 85.74 38.06 16.1 1 161.12 
retlproii 1.13 0.96 O 7.04 
indefproii 5.74 3 2 9  O 24.1 
PP 89.76 18.02 4 151.34 
p/n 0.5 0.09 0.26 0.82 
a?¡ 45.67 15.1 7 O 97.48 
attraqi 4.99 2.63 O 14.6 
advadj 28.08 12.1 O 60.71 
adj/n 0.25 0.07 O 0.7 1 
adv 67.39 18.39 I9..34 13 7.63 
adv!p 0.82 0.36 0.13 2.69 
properii 25.14 24.13 0 179.53 
n 162.63 39.96 62.06 250.96 
det 116.18 13.89 56.38 156.45 
geniti\e 7.71 2.56 O 24.1 
p-11 72.15 9.88 O 50 
npreiiiod 6.57 3.64 O 14.1 
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h 1.i -0.24021214 -0.22240216 -iJ.I5672572 -0.70874168 0.728408!15 -2.05661195 
h lh -!i.?405l?48 -i1.21510134 -0.1722604b -!1.51169241 U.87XOPI51 -2.06886172 
h l L  -0.24778717 -0.21372805 -0 17?14194 -0.58035642 !l84911?8 -2.OR.~126.17 
K l M  -0.24071ib2.1 -0.2.1436938 -O. lhRJ684<) -0.201 93917 11.88 132424 -1.73í71175 1 
h l N  -0.2470~1724 -0.21 14448 I -0.l0632705 -0.43234244 0.81769<17 -l.'Jl44 1124 
h l 1' -U.2502178 -O.21Mi37<1 -017411h-ll -0.66947114 0.8<)01!?874 -?.220280R<J 
hll< -0.2427?012 -0.22h<ll538 -0164 l463h -iJ.51688747 0.7672743<1 -1.41794841 
h l S  -0.?377901 -0,2216877 -0.161 1525b -0.419198'J1 O h9lX-1672 -1.75 1876111 
h l l  -0.2417202i -0 ??544l2 -11 lh?14cJ4cJ -0.4 lh85131 0.75 16544 l -1.7'3781862 
h l i l  -U.?4íilí4X7 -!i21014746 -0 16Ll6484 -04054f,425 0.81899288 -I.X659?91? 
h l \  -U 745812~12 -0.2307.53í -0.16784006 -iJ.?70553'J8 0.81 700974 -2 (11 1'1<J02 
h l -iI.2316Xblh -0.2 1111 72VJ -0.I5~18 161 7 -!l.785112?06 0.61 I')X44 l -2.02 lhXIF4 
h l X  -0.244XI104 -0.22'Jb1l88 -0.1670iJ48í -0.50040770 11XO!I52847 -1.94247h 
h l )  -021428X?2 -0.??01~1706 -0 l hhX1i88 -0.2 l6146-19 ~.64UhUh?b -I.478524fJI -1.83665774 
h2C; 1;ipl)lird scici icz~ -O.IM6hO7 -0.1 1354445 -0015226l4 -1.172451177 -0.UC1486l h -l.3OlU7í4h 
h ?  1' -0 1767h10b -(l.l??87193 -0.10748<)48 -078U4U46 0.0016391X -1.22l l66?6 
h ? \  ;!.12417528 -0ii728JfiO8 -¡l.Ol555428 -U.11722362 -0.36bl4l?2 -0.16182191 
h.36 -!l. 171215 14 -U.I4367<14 -U.00<J82058 (1 41545571 -004249719 004112127 
h 3 U  -0.68711334 -íl.!i4.:1Y714 -0.U1177362.1 -1.17245077 -0.55808488 -0.751 71261 
h3L -lJ.íl'Jh1~7?38 -0.05 137807 -11.0124 1 10'J O.13hI 170 -0.5 1728547 O.hi13í3884 
h i l l  -O. l lO?h lb4  -0.0707')848 -0.021030<J3 -O. l llJhli4 1 1 -0.410h210h O.O8Yh?,O~I 
h 4 2  -0. l O S ~ I >  l h -0.046071ll1 1 0.008 15'174 -1.17245l177 -0.47782114 -0.8164095l 
h4X -O.l.3?lO555 -0.08'J44554 -0.01848h'J7 -0.78778804 -0 .3 l~JX2I2 i  -U.728004X7 
h 4 l  -015387254 l l . l l l h 7 9 2 6  -O.O5l?lO4b -0.67?8504? -1l.1751372.\ -0.81427547 
h 4 N  -0.08076617 0.02088553 Oll25??154 0.84472805 -0.58876727 -0.33238411 
h 4 X  - 1 l 7 2 4  1 -0.444177 1 U 5 1 4 4  l -0.33 1714 -0.4bO6l5'1X -ii.Ullh~I4074 
h í h  -U Oíi7<J<J'J8 0.OOí<)1?7 O.!i41.188 18 -iJ.lJX7028 -0.60271 1bC1 O.i<JXRb716 
hí l  -00706'108? -O.f102X5~1l5 0.0-136587 -0.727<1273 -0.612-12865 -0l236<)175 -1J.?5130l1J7 -1.26828'37 
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.4/,ye17~li.x 4: Scorc~ fol. /¡le tlinze17sio17s 
Diineiisioii 1 Diiiieiisioii 2 Diineiisioii 3 Diineiisioii 4 
praye1.s 12.2098573 - 1  0.5612284 2.20912148 -4.3551 881 1 
seriiions 10.5677 1 O1 -4.36446306 -0.00303066 -2.1 44455 19 
spceclies 15.07 142 13 -0.12745265 -0.63279867 1.39969937 
TV iie\\s 23.3430073 -1 3.6323543 -1 .S3665774 -0.53357 161 
applied science 29.0171926 -5..33478016 -0.35330197 4.47519478 
\\ ritteii:total 24.3074677 -1 0.7341 91 9 -1.26828537 0.82674472 
i'rspoiises -1 0.3825078 6.35289683 2.88881 601 -2.46083851 
lectiires -2.91 097664 7.67925377 0.2261068 -0.65477574 
coui'ses. preseiitations -9.953 10282 6.32303802 -0.6265091 3 4.74424374 
talks -10,5615833 5,0251022 -0.84427013 -0.673941 13 
iiew S 10.9582372 -3.34438549 0.37030004 1.7984393 
serlnons -6.1 757523 0.685591 79 7.55585622 -1.67005743 
speeclies -3.1 7090854 1.93386535 0.85328597 0,4910585 1 
iiiterviews -15.0671657 -1.05027663 -1.11885311 -1.52516046 
iiieetiiigs. debates -0.3 13342 19 -2.84701 657 -0.46482087 0,43387244 
court/parliaineiit cases 0.665852 14 6.0499 1 02 1 0,98774435 -0.921 97894 
s okeii:total 5
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